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Discrete teleportation protocol of continuum spectra field states
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A discrete protocol for teleportation of superpositions of coherent states of optical-cavity fields is presented.
Displacement and parity operators are unconventionally used in Bell-like measurement for field states.
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I. INTRODUCTION

When two spatially delocalized partiesA and B share a
pair of entangled systems, a ‘‘quantum channel’’ is est
lished allowing information transfer~the state of a third party
owned byA) from one party to the other party (A to B).
Such a process is well known as teleportation@1#. In fact the
information about the third party state achieved byB through
the quantum channel is maximal, originating an ambiguity
all possible outcomes, i.e., all allowed states spanning
Hilbert space of the object~system! whose state is to be
teleported. The addition of a classical channel reduces
ambiguity. With two bits of classical information sent fro
party A to partyB, the latter party can decide which unita
operation to apply in their physical-system state to reco
the state of the system to be teleported. The great conce
Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen@2# on superluminal informa-
tion transfer when a nonlocal entangled state, is establis
is not manifested by the need of a classical channel, wh
validate the available information achieved through
quantum channel.

One can describe systematically the necessary elem
for efficient teleportation:~i! a quantum channel, i.e., a pa
of nonlocally entangled systems;~ii ! A Bell-joint measure-
ment of two simultaneously observable quantities@3#; and
~iii ! a classical channel to transfer the information obtain
in the Bell measurement.

Subjected to these conditions many proposals have b
made, following the original proposal of Bennettet al. @1#
considering dichotomic variables. It was first demonstra
experimentally by Bouwmeesteret al. @4# in a remarkable
achievement, in which a four photon coincident detection
necessary for a reasonable photon polarization-state tele
tation. More recently much effort has been directed to te
portation of states with continuous spectrum, which basic
reduces to a Wigner function representation of states
their respective reconstruction. Braunstein and Kimble@5#
proposed it theoretically, and soon after it was achieved
perimentally@6#.

It is interesting to consider the extension of these idea
more complicated systems. For example, is every entan
source sufficient to establish an efficient quantum chan
and more important, for any system can a Bell-like measu
ment be made. Given the existence and control of an
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tangled pair, the search for simultaneous observables ma
a challenge. It is important to notice, that although the ori
nal Bennettet al. @1# protocol was based on a complete Be
state measurement, it was only recently achieved experim
tally @7# and as far as we know, no real comple
implementation of the Bennett protocol has been achieved
to now. Another interesting question, raised first by Pope
@8#, which we discuss elsewhere@9# is: What is the exact
relation between Bell’s inequalities violation and telepor
tion? Or in other words: Are there states that violate Be
inequalities but cannot be used for teleportation?

In this paper, we pursue questions related to Bell-st
measurements. We study a specific system that allows
portation of the state of a simple harmonic oscillator, b
through a protocol resembling closely the dichotomic va
able protocol proposed by Bennettet al. @1#. Other attempts
were made on the discrete formulation of teleportation
oscillator states@10–12#, however, these are distinct from th
original Bennettet al. protocol.

The element to be teleported is a quantum field sta
Entanglement of field states can be obtained in optical n
works when a nonlinear optical element is present or by
ear optical elements when one of the fields is prepared
tially in a nonclassical state@13#. Recently, Milburn and
Braunstein have addressed the problem of teleportation w
a pair of entangled photons is generated in a parame
down-conversion scheme through a two-mode squeezed
@11#. Here instead, the observed field-field correlation
conditioned phase shift in optical cavities@14# is used as a
quantum resource.

Birefringence measurements of a single atom stron
coupled to a high-finesse optical resonator were repo
@14#, with nonlinear phase shifts observed in phase and pr
fields for intracavity photon number much less than one. T
measured conditional phase shifts were then proposed t
utilized for implementing quantum logic as a quantum-pha
gate. The possibility of using these entangled states for t
portation is here analyzed. For that we consider a mo
Hamiltonian to account for the conditional phase shift a
analyze the dynamics of the two-mode states. A realiza
setup based on homodyne measurements is proposed fo
teleportation of superpositions of coherent states.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we pres
the generation of a coherent entangled state of two fields
analyze its dynamical structure. In Sec. III we analyze wh
kind of operators can be used for simultaneous measurem
more specifically we encounter product combinations of d
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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placement and parity operators acting as the Bell opera
In Sec. IV we analyze the discrete protocol for teleportat
of superpositions of coherent states. In Sec. VI we disc
the meaning of parity and displacement measurements
propose a setup where the Bell-state measurement is co
erably simplified to homodyne detection if the target a
Alice mode are first entangled. In Sec. VII we presen
conclusion enclosing the paper.

II. CONDITIONAL DYNAMICS

Let us consider the dynamics generated by the follow
Hamiltonian:

H5\vaa†a1\vbb†b1\xa†ab†b, ~1!

where a and b are annihilation operators for two distinc
harmonic-oscillator modes, respectively andx is a coupling
constant. Such a Hamiltonian for optical systems describ
four-wave mixing process, when the constantx is then pro-
portional to the third-order susceptibility@15,16#. It can also,
for instance, describe two distinct modes interaction in B
condensates@18#. For our purpose here, it describes the
fective interaction of output pump and probe fields of
optical-cavity mediated by a two-level atom, in the disp
sive limit. A strong field-field coupling at the few photon
limit, induced by nonresonant interactions between the fie
and Cs atom beams was observed experimentally@14#. An
alternative scheme based on adiabatic transformation
nonlinear Hamiltonian is described in Cochrane, Milbu
and Munro@17#. If the pumping and probe fields are pr
pared in coherent states,ua&a and ub&b , respectively, the
evolution operatorU(t)5e2 iHt /\ acts over these states as

uc~ t !&5U~ t !ua&aub&b

5e2uau2/2(
m50

`
~ae2 ivat!m

Am
um&aube2 ivbte2 ixmt&b ,

~2!

which for t5p/x, turns out to be the entangled state giv
by

uc~p/x!&[ua1e2 ipva /x&aube2 ipvb /x&b1ua2e2 ipva /x&au

2be2 ipvb /x&b5uae2 ipva /x&aub1e2 ipvb /x&b

1u2ae2 ipva /x&aub2e2 ipvb /x&b, ~3!

whereul6e2 ipv l /x& l5(ule2 ipv l /x& l6u2le2 ipv l /x& l)/2 for
l 5a, b and l5a,b, respectively. Choosing properly th
modes frequency,va andvb a set of approximately orthogo
nal states can be generated that is summarized as follow

va vb uc(p/x)&

2x 2x uF1&
2x x uF2&
x 2x uC1&
x x uC2&
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where the final states given in the third column are

uF6&5ua&aub1&b6u2a&aub2&b , ~4!

uC6&5ua&aub2&b6u2a&aub1&b . ~5!

Notice that with a reformulation of the last set of stat
they are written, respectively, as

uF1&5ub&aua1&b1u2b&aua2&b5uF18 , ~6!

uF2&5ub&aua2&b1u2b&aua1&b5uC18 &, ~7!

uC1&5ub&aub1&b2u2b&aua2&b5uF28 &, ~8!

uC2&5ub&aua2&b2u2b&aua1&b5uC28 &, ~9!

i.e., if we permute the order and rewrite the state,uF1& and
uC2& show perfect symmetry, whileuF2& goes touC18 & and
uC1& goes touF28 &. This asymmetry differentiates this kin
of state from qubits written in Bell basis@1,5#. Another point
is that, actually these states are not perfectly orthogonal,
this can be remedied if we take large-amplitude fields,uau,
ubu@1. To shorten the notation, from now on, we w
specify the statesul6& l as u6& l .

III. PARITY AND DISPLACEMENT OPERATORS
MEASUREMENTS AS RESOURCES FOR

TELEPORTATION

Our goal is to find a set of simultaneous observables
the stateuF6& anduC6&. It turns out that these operators a
exactly the displacement and parity operators. It may be
teresting to notice that displacement and parity opera
have already been combined in the literature as an alterna
definition of the Wigner function@19,20#. It is straightfor-
ward to check that the parity operatorsPa5eipa†a and Pb

5eipb†b act as

PauF6&56uC6&, ~10!

PauC6&56uF6&, ~11!

PbuF6&5uF7&, ~12!

PbuC6&52uC7&. ~13!

The parity operator by itself cannot be used for our purpos
since the above states are not its eigenvectors. We can,
ever, build another set of operators, observing that the
placement operatorDa(e)5eea†2e* a acts onuF6& as

Da~e!uF6&5ei Im(ea* )ua1e&au1&b

6e2 i Im(ea* )u2a1e&au2&b

5cos@ Im~ea* !#~ ua1e&au1&b6u2a

1e&au2&b)1 i sin@ Im~ea* !#~ ua1e&au1&b

7u2a1e&au2&b). ~14!
4-2
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For very small displacements such asueu!uau and assuming
hereafter, without loss of generality, thata is a real number
ande is a pure imaginary number, it follows:

Da~e!uF6&'cos~ea!uF6&1 i sin~ea!uF7&, ~15!

and similarly

Da~e!uC6&'cos~ea!uC6&1 i sin~ea!uC7&. ~16!

On the other hand, the action of the displacement oper
Db(l)5elb†2l* b, where we assume again, without loss
generality,b real andl imaginary pure numbers, andulu
!ubu,

Db~l!uF6&'cos~lb!uF6&1 i sin~lb!uC6&, ~17!

Db~l!uC6&'cos~lb!uC6&1 i sin~lb!uF6&. ~18!

It is then straightforward to show that

PbDa~e!uF6&5cos~ea!uF7&1 i sin~ea!uF6&, ~19!

PbDa~e!uC6&52@cos~ea!uC7&1 i sin~ea!uC6&],

~20!

PaDb~l!uF6&56@cos~lb!uC6&1 i sin~lb!uF6&],

~21!

PaDb~l!uC6&56@cos~lb!uF6&1 i sin~lb!uC6&].

~22!

Now fixing ea5(n11/2)p for n50,1,2, . . . andlb5(m
11/2)p for m50,1,2, . . . , we finally obtain the following
eigenvalue equations:

PbDa~e!uF6&5 i ~21!nuF6&, ~23!

PbDa~e!uC6&5 i ~21!n11uC6&, ~24!

PaDb~l!uF6&56 i ~21!muF6&, ~25!

PaDb~l!uC6&56 i ~21!muC6&. ~26!

As soon as they have the same eigenvector,PbDa(e) and
PaDb(l) are simultaneous observables~with null variance!,
and can be used to obtain simultaneous information abou
respective quantum state. Once these states are entang
is interesting to check if this state is a good resource
teleportation, in which case the state of propagating fields
even atomic motional states@21# can be teleported. At this
point the joint operators described here, play a fundame
role, as is discussed in the following section. It is interest
to note that despite the similarity with dichotomic variable
again it is not possible to match a one-to-one corresponde
of those operators described here and the Pauli spin op
tors. It straightforward to check that whilePb in Eq. ~10!
could correspond tosz , Pa in Eq. ~10! would correspond to
sx , and more interesting,PaDb corresponds then tosx

asx
b

andPbDa corresponds tosz
asz

b .
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IV. DISCRETE PROTOCOL

For the discrete protocol we prepare the entangled s
and the target stateuc&T of a third party. We consider our pai
of entangled modes prepared in theuF1& state. Let the targe
state be a superposition of coherent states

uc&T5caug&1cbu2g&, ~27!

with ucau21ucbu251. Then the initial state of the system wi
be

uc&T~ ua&au1&b1u2a&au2&b). ~28!

If we write ug& and u2g& in terms of u1&T and u2&T , the
total state can be written as

uF1&aT~caub&1cbu2b&)1uF2&aT~cau2b&1cbub&)

1uC1&aT~caub&2cbu2b&)1uC2&aT~cau2b&2cbub&).

~29!

Now, in the Bell-measurement process on systemA1T, each
one of the four terms in the above state has one-fourth
chance to be detected, collapsing instantaneously the sta
the partyB. Each one of these states are eigenvector of
Bell operatorsPTDa(e), and PaDT(l) with eigenvalues
$ i ,i ,2 i ,2 i % and$ i ,2 i ,i ,2 i %, respectively. These eigenva
ues are complex as the displacement operators are un
The measurement of such an operator would need to be
scribed by an appropriate, generalized measurement or p
tive operator-valued measurement, similar to the descrip
of the complex amplitude in heterodyne measurement. H
this measurement can be used to transfer the classical in
mation to Bob is described below. As usual, without such
classical information path it is impossible for Bob to dete
mine its state by any other way than guessing, obtaining
classical limit for teleportation of one-fourth. Let us consid
that the first measurement made is described by the ope
PTDa(e). If the outcome is1 i the state isuF6& and if it is
2 i then the state isuC6&. Then the second measureme
described byPaDT(l) is made. If the first measuremen
made was1 i then the second measurement will give1 i for
the stateuF1& and 2 i for the stateuF2&. Now, if the first
measurement made was2 i then the second measureme
will give 1 i for the stateuC1& and2 i for the stateuC2&. In
possession of this information, Bob can effect the necess
inverse transformations once he has one of the follow
states:

uc&b , ~30!

Pbuc&b , ~31!

iD b~m!uc&b , ~32!

iPbDb~m!uc&b , ~33!

for mb5p/2, completing the teleportation protocol. Notic
that, despite that the parties states are essentially cohe
states and the entanglement in a continuous basis, the
4-3
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the cav
ity QED experimental apparatu
for teleportation of field states. A
Cs beam entangles the vertic
~Bob! and horizontal ~Alice!
pulses. A polarizing beam splitte
splits the pulse in two compo
nents. The horizontal componen
is entangled with the target pulse
Results of homodyne measure
ments made on Alice and targe
are sent to Bob by classical chan
nels.
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portation scheme is analogous to the original dichotom
variables teleportation protocol of Bennettet al. @1# even
though the joint operator that plays the role of the Bell o
erator is a unitary non-Hermitean operator.uc&T can vary
from a simple coherent state to a coherent superposition
even in the case in which the superpositions are the even
odd coherent states, for low intensityuc&T corresponds to
zero and one Fock states, respectively.

V. MEASUREMENT OF PARITY AND DISPLACEMENT

Although the formal scheme presented in the preced
section allows the complete Bell-state measurements, it
not explained how it could be realized. In fact the measu
ment process is divided in two stages as there are two op
tors involved, the parity and displacement operators. T
parity is more to be understood as an operation over the j
field state, simultaneously, to the displacement. For fie
parity measurements we have to resort to the methods
explored in microwave cavities@22#. An atom is prepared in
a superposition (ue&1ug&)/A2 and let to interact dispersivel
with the field. After the interaction the atomic state is rotat
again by ap/2 pulse. Due to the dispersive interaction, on
the atom in the stateue& causes a parity flip in the field stat
and finally the parity of the field can be deduced by t
detected atomic state. However, for the operation consid
here, the atom has to be prepared in theue& state and we do
not read their final state. In this way excited atoms causep
shift mode state~e.g., ua&→u2a&). The displacement mea
surement is directly given by quadrature (X5a1a†) mea-
surement through homodyne detection. As the parameter« is
known to be very small, the displacement operator, e.g.,
the modeA is given by

Da~«!5ei u«uX̂'11 i«X; @Da~«!,X#50. ~34!
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Knowing u«u5(n11/2)p/uau, the measurement ofX̂ gives
the displacement. As expected the degree of control in
kind of measurement has to be very high.

The measurement stage can be simplified dramaticall
another element is introduced in the protocol, if we actua
entangle the target field with the Alice mode by the sa
scheme used to generate the entangledA-B pair. Allowing
the interaction time to be againt5p/x and setting the mode
frequencies as explained in the Sec. III, it is straight to obt
the following entangled state for the jointA-B-T system,

1

2
$ug&ua&~Caub&1Cbu2b&)1ug&u2a&~Caub&2Cbu2b&)

1u2g&ua&~Cau2b&1Cbub&)1u2g&u2a&~2Cau2b&

1Cbub&)%, ~35!

where states can be distinguished by simple homodyne
tection of modesA andT as schematically described in Fig
1. We should remark that we choose to deal with states w
a real-complex amplitude. In consequence the homodyne
tection of each mode gives the phase quadratureX, which is
distinguished in each case by positive or negative sign
This information is communicated by a standard class
channel to Bob, who possesses one of the states of Eq.~30!
and has to apply the respective inverse unitary operatio
obtain the original target state, completing the protocol.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have discussed a teleportation protocol for harmon
oscillator states based on a different entanglement reso
to that usually considered. The standard teleportation
source for an oscillator is a two-mode squeezed state@5,11#.
Here we consider a teleportation resource based on entan
coherent states generated, for example, by a Kerr nonlin
4-4
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ity, or by the effective coupling of the probe and pumpi
field strongly coupled to an Cs atom, as observed experim
tally in @14#. The protocol can be made equivalent to t
two-qubit scheme originally proposed by Bennettet al. @1#
and we have explicitly identified the equivalent Bell-ba
measurements. In our case these would correspond to g
alized measurement but can be realized to a good app
mation as measurements of parity and quadrature phase
plitude. It is hoped that this alternative teleportation proto
, a

r,

H.

.
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will prove useful in elucidating the more general issue
entanglement between two systems with infinite-dimensio
Hilbert spaces.
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